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Opportunity-zone tax breaks are great, but not nearly  
as important as the fundamentals of the investment.

By Mard Naman

Few new investment options have 
ignited as much interest, speculation, 
skepticism, hype and hope as quali-

fied opportunity zones.
The opportunity-zone program was 

created in the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 
2017 to incentivize investment in eco-
nomically distressed areas throughout 
the United States and its territories, such 
as Puerto Rico. These zones are specifi-
cally in census tracts that meet the defi-
nition of “low-income community,” and 
they are abundant — more than 8,700 
of them. 

Some zones are in areas already 
being revitalized and some are in thor-
oughly blighted areas, begging the ques-
tions: How good are the tax incentives, 
and how many enticing investment 
opportunities are there for real estate 
investors? (Answers: Very, very good, and 
nobody really knows yet.) 

There is a lot to consider before 
deciding if you want to get in the zone 
or zone out.

First, the opportunity-zone 
program is structured to appeal 
to long-term investors: The longer 

investors keep their interests in the 
funds, the more tax breaks they 
receive. Investors can use money nor-
mally subject to capital gains tax from 
any source — not just real estate — to 
invest in opportunity funds.

Investors do not simply invest on 
their own. They must make all invest-
ments through a qualified opportunity 
fund (QOF), an investment vehicle 
organized as a corporation or partner-
ship. An investor must invest the capi-
tal gains into a QOF within 180 days of 
the original asset sale.

 IN 
THEGetting

❚ Legacy at Fitz, a 4.52-acre site in Aurora, Colo., upon which Griffin Capital 

and Legacy will develop a five-story, 363-unit multifamily community. 
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Opportunity-zone investors get a 
deferment on the original capital gains tax 
until the earlier of December 31, 2026, or 
when they sell their interest in the oppor-
tunity fund. After five years, investors get 
the deferment plus pay no taxes on 10 
percent of the original gains. After seven 
years, 15 percent of the original gains will 
not be taxed. 

But the biggest benefit comes to 
those who hold for at least 10 years: 
They pay zero taxes on all capital gains 
from the opportunity fund investment. 
This is not a capital gains tax deferral 
or reduction; it is capital gains tax elim-
ination. If, for example, an investor’s $5 
million investment in an opportunity 
fund doubles in value to $10 million 
after 10 years, the investor pays zero 
capital gain taxes on that additional $5 
million upon exit.

“The benefits of the 10-year hold 
has brought the most excitement to the 
program,” says Marla Miller, tax manag-
ing director with BDO’s National Tax 
Office. And Jay Blaivas, partner in the 
federal tax group with law firm Morrison 
& Foerster in New York, says, “The tax 
breaks available under this program are 
essentially unprecedented.” 

By this he means they not only 
include the ability to completely avoid 
taxes on any gain realized after 10 years, 
but there are also virtually no restrictions 
or limitations on the amount of gain that 
can be excluded from taxation.

“The tax breaks are fantastic and 
arguably one of the largest tax incentives 
ever given by the federal government 
to investors,” adds Clay Grubb, CEO of 
Grubb Properties, which develops mul-
tifamily and office in opportunity zones.

“If you match an investor with a long 
time horizon to a compelling investment 
opportunity, the potential there is strong,” 
says Brad Alexander, senior adviser for 
McGuireWoods Consulting in Atlanta. 
“The question, of course, is how many 
really compelling investment opportuni-
ties will emerge from the program.”

So many zones, but how 
many good ones?
Some early indications suggest there may 
not be as many compelling opportunities 
as investors would hope. A recent study 
claims that only a small fraction of the 
more than 8,700 opportunity zones are 

well positioned enough to produce the 
returns needed to justify the investment, 
even with the tax breaks. The National 
Opportunity Zones Ranking Report found 
only 2 percent of them could produce 
a “triple bottom line,” meaning areas 
that would be profitable while having a 
positive impact on the community and 
the environment.

The study underscores the reality that 
when you designate that much raw land 
for special tax treatment, you are going 
to mostly have places that are unlikely 
to get projects in the program, Alexan-
der says. “The best returns are going to 
come in areas that have factors that make 
them more compelling than just being 
in high-poverty census tracts,” he says. 
“This includes development happening 
in adjacent tracts, access to infrastructure, 
and the willingness of government enti-
ties to partner on PPP deal structures in 
specific areas.”

 The majority of low-ranking oppor-
tunity zones in the report are within rural 
and suburban areas. But this does not 
necessarily mean investors should only 
stick to urban areas. It depends partly on 
the type of real estate. Alexander believes 
there will be more opportunities in rural 
and suburban areas for some project 
types. For example, distribution centers 
and advanced manufacturing can fre-
quently locate outside urban nodes.

Do opportunity zones need to be 
near core real estate and, therefore, more 
conducive to redevelopment because 
of proximity to good infrastructure and 
highly valued assets? And how important 
are local demographics, such as median 
household income of the area, to make 
sure that the tenant base is solid or if 
there is expected rent and job growth in 
the market? 

 Again, Alexander argues it depends 
partly on the product type. Looking at 
median income is certainly important for 
higher-end residential projects, but many 
industrial projects can and do locate in 
areas with lower median incomes. PPP 
projects can also be less sensitive to 
local economics if the government is 
adding infrastructure in tandem with 
private development.

John Williams, president and CIO 
of Avanath Capital Management, says 
investors need to consider all the market 
fundamentals in order to get a complete 
picture of the asset’s potential and make 

an informed decision. And some factors 
will outweigh others, such as how close 
the opportunity zone is to markets with 
strong growth industries and what the 
market drivers are.

Should investors take a long view 
on blighted areas they believe will turn 
around in 10 years? “The program really 
aims to incent investment in blighted 
areas, so the best returns are on projects 
that start with a low basis and offer mas-
sive gains as an area transitions,” Alexan-
der says. “Betting right on a blighted area 
turning around will offer the best returns. 
Unfortunately, betting wrong will not.”

Institutional investors should defi-
nitely take a long-term view, says Phil 
Gross, tax expert and partner with Klein-
berg Kaplan law firm in New York. If 
investors only want to take advantage of 
the deferral for a short amount of time, it is 
likely that many funds will not offer much 
liquidity, in order to meet the require-
ments of qualified-opportunity-zone 
funds for other investors. 

There are many non-tax issues 
to consider as well, Gross says. How 
have opportunity-zone prices been 
affected in anticipation of the program’s 
implementation? Have prices already 
increased so as to make the benefit not 
worthwhile? “You do not want to make 
a bad investment to save taxes,” he says.

Location and fundamentals  
still key
Indeed, location is still paramount and 
investors must focus on the fundamen-
tals of the deal for all opportunity-zone 
investments. “This is incredibly import-
ant,” says Grubb. “The tax incentives will 
not make a bad deal good, but they can 
make a good deal great.” 

“While there appears to be a stam-
pede to gain opportunity-zone tax bene-
fits, it’s good to remember that ‘it’s about 
the real estate project, stupid,’” adds Mark 
Edelstein, chair of Morrison & Foerster’s 
global real estate group. Clearly, if the 
project is not sound and does not appre-
ciate in value, there will be no tax ben-
efits at all. 

“Some people are looking for good 
real estate projects to invest in and con-
sider the tax benefits the cherry on top 
of the ice cream sundae,” Edelstein says. 
“This is a safer way to look at it.” Investors 
should first make sure they are dealing 



A Qualified Opportunity Fund Bremerton, WA
Located Just Minutes from Seattle
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with reputable sponsors and developers 
and well-conceived, smartly underwritten 
projects, Edelstein emphasizes.

The property location, market 
demand for the property type, track 
record of the developer, comparable 
properties, and past projects in the 
area similar to the opportunity-zone 
project are all important to focus on, 

advises Derek Uldricks, president of 
Virtua Capital Management. Virtua 
develops primarily residential rental 
properties, as well as hospitality and 
commercial properties. 

“Investing in blighted or other-
wise low-income areas over the long 
term is inherently risky, and it’s easy 
to imagine a lot of projects won’t 

turn out as penciled,” says Paul Fio-
rilla, associate director of research for 
Yardi Matrix.

Investors have to understand why a 
zone is low income to begin with, why 
demand for the area is low. Is the loca-
tion too remote? Are there environmen-
tal or social factors? Investors need to 
understand such issues and answer why 

Due to opportunity-zone investments, 
many low-income neighborhoods will 
see an uptick in investment, creating 
jobs, improving the housing stock and 
increasing property and sales-tax rolls, 
believes Mark Edelstein, chair of Mor-
rison & Foerster’s global real estate 
group. This means local governments 
will have more money to provide bet-
ter services for schools, hospitals and 
roads. So, in theory, opportunity-zone 
investing should intersect nicely with 
impact investing.

Sean Burton, CEO of Cityview, 
also believes neighborhoods will be 
improved, but it is unclear whether 
the program will directly create more 
affordable or low-income hous-
ing. There is no requirement in the 
opportunity-zone legislation to build 
low-income or workforce housing. 
“Land, construction, labor and mate-
rial costs are not any lower simply 
because you’re developing in an 
opportunity zone, but the creation of 
opportunity zones may drive devel-
opers to locations that might other-
wise have been overlooked, and help 
increase the overall housing stock,” he 
points out. But, ultimately deals have 
to make sense financially.

That said, funds such as Grubb 
Properties, are focusing on afford-
able housing in opportunity zones. 
Clay Grubb, CEO of Grubb Properties, 
says young professionals struggle to 
find decent affordable housing near 
their work, and average rent for an 
apartment is beyond what 80 per-
cent of millennials can afford. “Giving 
tax incentives to invest in develop-
ment in emerging areas where class 
A properties will not succeed will 

force the development community 
to innovate to make housing more 
affordable,” he claims.

Grubb notes one criticism of the 
program is it will increase displace-
ment in many low-income commu-
nities the program is designed to 
help. Grubb’s fund hopes to address 
this issue by working with commu-
nity partners to make investments in 
opportunity zones. “We are working 
to commit a portion of our capital 
to community-focused projects in 
these areas, capping returns on proj-
ects and donating any excess back 
to the community, and not taking 
asset-management fees on the cap-
ital deployed in these areas,” he says.

Marla Miller, tax managing 
director with BDO’s National Tax 
Office, says high-net-worth individu-
als and institutions are increasingly 
looking for ways to diversify their 
investments in meaningful ways. 
The opportunity-zone provision 
is intended to bring new jobs and 
higher wages to underserved areas. 
“The opportunity-zone program 
provides a perfect vehicle to obtain 
potentially high returns on capital 
while also meeting the goal of social 
impact investing,” she says.

The new tax incentive is a way to 
bring in new capital to build work-
force housing in areas that otherwise 
would not have received the capital, 
says Dereck Uldricks, president of 
Virtua Capital Management. Virtua 
plans to build residential rental units 
in opportunity zones that address 
the need for workforce housing, 
and has partnered with local gov-
ernments and community leaders to 

ensure their developments meet the 
needs of the communities involved. 

Uldricks wants the positive 
impact to be long term. “We are 
not just looking to add temporary, 
minimum wage jobs,” Uldricks says. 
For example, in communities where 
they develop hotels, Virtua has part-
nered with a management training 
program to provide opportunities 
for diverse job prospects, including 
executive management and other 
upwardly mobile jobs. 

Avanath Capital Management 
has already been an impact investor 
in some of the markets that are now 
in opportunity zones. “It is consistent 
with our mission and capabilities 
to create a strategy for QOF inves-
tors,” says John Williams, Avanath’s 
president and CIO. “A main goal of 
our new initiative is to replenish and 
improve the stock of affordable and 
workforce housing in these econom-
ically challenged areas.” 

“Both opportunity zones and 
impact investing have the same goal 
— to improve economic conditions 
for underprivileged residents and 
neighborhoods,” says Adam Hooper, 
co-founder and CEO of RealCrowd. 
Impact investing does this in a mea-
surable way, and if economic and 
social improvements in markets 
with opportunity-zone investments 
can be quantified, Hooper believes 
there will be partnerships among 
the players in each camp. “In a best-
case scenario, those partnerships 
would lead to more low-income and 
workforce housing development in 
the areas that need it most in this 
country,” he says.

Impact investing meets opportunity zones
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74%

100%
OPPORTUNITY ZONE FUND I

NOVA

Active
Investment

Offering

Closed Fund

Project Type QOZ Multi-Family

Location Lafayette, IN

Projected Rate of Return 18.00%

Estimated Closing Date September 2019

Total Equity $2,700,000

Project Type QOZ Student Housing

Location Champaign, IL

Projected Rate of Return 16.00%

Closed On May 31, 2019

Total Equity $10,000,000

jacksondearborn.com

there will be demand for the new devel-
opment, Fiorilla says.

Since opportunity zones are in 
low-income areas, Fiorilla says it helps 
for investors to be familiar with and pre-
pared to take advantage of federal and 
state government support programs. 
“Tenants in apartments in low-income 
communities don’t have the means to pay 
the higher rents that might be needed for 
a project to produce the kind of yield 
sought by developers,” he cautions.

Manager selection crucial
as new players rush in
Regulations on QOFs were purposefully 
streamlined and restrictions eliminated 
for ease of participation, BDO’s Miller 
notes. “As such there is a risk that the 
QOFs may be operated by inexperienced 
professionals,” she says. “It is very import-
ant for investors to perform their due dil-
igence to mitigate these risks.”

Indeed, many new players are 
rushing in, including hedge funds and 

investment banks. “There is a bit of a gold 
rush mentality going on right now, with 
everyone trying to stake a claim in some 
part of the opportunity fund food chain, 
in an effort to make money through the 
program,” Edelstein says. “All sorts of 
advisers and managers seem to be pop-
ping up all over the place.” This includes 
accountants and lawyers, too.

“Presumably, at some point things 
will settle down,” Edelstein adds. “And 
undoubtedly, there will be charlatans 
and fraud, which could keep the govern-
ment investigators, prosecutors and other 
enforcers busy.”

So how can investors find the best 
fund managers? While the opportuni-
ty-zone program is new, people have 
actually been investing and developing 
real estate for a long time in many of the 
zones before they were designated as 
such — without the tax breaks. 

“There are managers, sponsors and 
developers out there with a strong track 
record building in these locations, and 
that’s exactly what investors should look 

for,” says Sean Burton, CEO of Cityview, 
an investment management and develop-
ment firm. Cityview focuses on develop-
ing multifamily and mixed-use projects in 
Western U.S. markets.

“There’s no such thing as a good 
deal with a bad partner,” Burton adds. He 
advises investors to be extremely diligent 
about whom they partner with because 
this will likely be a 10-year investment, 
at minimum. “You’re going to be in 
business together a long time, so you 
want to find partners you can trust with 
experience and integrity,” Burton says. A 
deal can look good on paper but without 
a strong partner, it’s not going to be a 
good 10-year investment.

“There is a lot of hype surround-
ing opportunity zones and many 
inexperienced operators and manag-
ers are announcing large funds,” Bur-
ton adds. “At this early stage, very few 
opportunity-zone fund transactions 
have actually closed.” Ultimately, Burton 
believes the vast majority of sophisti-
cated investors should and will end up 
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selecting highly experienced managers 
who have done this before with a solid 
track record.

Grubb also emphasizes that a 
manager with a proven track record 
in opportunity-zone locations is espe-
cially valuable. Grubb Properties’ 
opportunity-zone fund mostly targets the 
same markets they already have experi-
ence in, focusing on multifamily develop-
ment along with value-add office where 
it brings synergy to their strategy.

“We can personally attest to the fact 
that investing in these regions is a good 
idea,” says Avanath’s Williams. Avanath 
has 14 assets in its portfolio in opportuni-
ty-zone regions. “Avanath has been active 
in these locations for more than 10 years 
without any tax advantages, so having 
those tax breaks will continue to enhance 
their value,” he says.

To qualify for the tax breaks, inves-
tors must substantially redevelop an 
asset. Interestingly, only four of Avanath’s 
14 assets located in opportunity-zone 
regions warrant the extensive rede-
velopment required to qualify for the 
tax advantage.

As such, Williams says funds must 
evaluate opportunity-zone transactions 
using the same benchmarks they use for 
any other real estate investment. “They 
must determine if the market where the 
asset is located is fundamentally healthy, 
what its drivers are, the headwinds it 
faces, and how future events might 
impact it,” Williams says. Investors must 

vet not only the property sector with 
those benchmarks, but also whether it is 
wise to invest a large amount of capital to 
redevelop the asset itself. 

 Avanath prefers multifamily 
because of its stability over the long 
haul. “Multifamily — particularly the 
workforce/affordable housing sector 
— is facing strong demand with limited 
supply, and will always be needed in 
both expensive and underserved mar-
kets,” Williams says.

Investors should seek fund manag-
ers who have studied the tax code and 
can demonstrate a thorough knowledge 
of opportunity zones and what the ben-
efits and rules are, says Adam Hooper, 
co-founder and CEO of RealCrowd. 
“These managers should have a track 
record of successful investments after 
tax-code changes and be able to explain 
to investors how they keep current on 
the rules and any changes that occur,” 
Hooper says.

Effect on the broader 
real estate market
Grubb believes opportunity funds will 
not only bring a new influx of capi-
tal into the real estate market, but also 
a shift of focus and strategy to accom-
modate development in these areas. 
For example, he says about 75 percent 
of new multifamily construction since 
the great recession has been in class 
AA luxury development, which is really 

only affordable for residents making a 
significant amount more than an area’s 
median income.

“This type of development does not 
suit most residents in an opportunity 
zone,” he says. Grubb Properties strives to 
develop multifamily products that cater to 
resident making between 60 percent and 
140 percent of an area’s median income 
and deliver a high-quality product at a 
more affordable monthly rent. “This type 
of smart development is essential to suc-
cess in opportunity zones,” he says.

Williams believes the legislation will 
shine a light on the country’s least fortu-
nate areas and underscore the need for 
quality affordable housing in those areas. 
Once that housing is in place and other 
opportunity-zone investments begin to 
take hold, he says nearly every property 
sector will want to get involved, which 
will cause business to spread to the 
broader real estate market.

Property owners, developers, real 
estate funds and certain low-income 
markets all stand to benefit if the pro-
gram takes off as intended, Edelstein 
believes. He says property owners in 
desirable opportunity zones are already 
seeing escalations in property values and 
many are selling at unexpected profits. 

Hooper says property owners in 
opportunity zones will see revitaliza-
tion of neighborhoods and surround-
ing assets, which should increase those 
assets’ values. Developers will have 
a more streamlined path toward tax 

❚ Sound West Realty Capital’s Marina Square Project located in Bremerton, Wash.
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incentives and less red tape to contend 
with compared with other more com-
plex incentive programs. Real estate 
funds will have fresh areas to invest and 
a new set of clients eager to improve 
underserved markets, and the markets 
themselves will certainly benefit eco-
nomically and aesthetically.

All that said, Alexander from McGuire-
Woods believes developers are best poised 
to benefit from the program, mainly 
because he expects the supply of funds 
to exceed the number of compelling deals 
over the short term. “This puts develop-
ers who can put quality projects together 
in the most advantageous spot,” Alexan-
der says. “Bear in mind that opportunity 
zones are opportunity zones because they 
are hard to do projects in. So you need a 
strong local developer to turn theory into 
reality,” he cautions.

Guidance delays slow  
fundraising
Many investors have remained on the 
sidelines, figuring out their approach to 
opportunity zones. A big reason is that 
the government has been slow to provide 
additional guidance about how the pro-
gram works and finalize regulations.

BDO’s Miller agrees this initial lack of 
guidance caused a delay in many invest-
ments and slowed fundraising. While the 
proposed regulations issued last October 
were generally taxpayer friendly, many 
important questions remained unanswered. 

This included the ability of a fund to churn 
investments, exit strategies, the definition 
of “substantially all” as used many times 
in the proposed regulations, and the crite-
ria around 50 percent of the gross income 
of a qualified-opportunity-zone business 
(QOZB) needing to come from the conduct 
of a business inside the opportunity zone. 

In April 2019, the U.S. Treasury 
Department and IRS issued a second 
set of proposed regulations that pro-
vided guidance on many of these issues. 
According to a Treasury Department 
press release, the guidance makes it eas-
ier for funds to ensure compliance with 
the requirement that a fund has 90 per-
cent of its assets invested in opportunity 
zones and expands the working capital 
safe harbors.

A key part of the new guidance 
clarifies what is meant by the “substan-
tially all” requirements for both the hold-
ing period and use of opportunity-zone 
properties. At least 70 percent of the 
property must be used in a QOF. The 
property must also be a qualified oppor-
tunity-zone business property for at least 
90 percent of the QOF’s holding period. 
And the partnership or corporation must 
be a qualified opportunity-zone business 
for at least 90 percent of the QOF’s hold-
ing period.

Also, the proposed regulations pro-
vided three safe harbors with respect 
to the requirement that 50 percent of a 
QOZB’s gross income be derived from 
the active conduct of a trade or business 

in the QOZ. These favorable and flexible 
rules were welcome news for businesses. 

 “With this second tranche of guid-
ance, Treasury and the IRS made sub-
stantial progress in providing a more 
robust regulatory framework for inves-
tors, communities and businesses,” 
according to the Economic Innovation 
Group, a bipartisan public policy orga-
nization. A third and final round of reg-
ulations is anticipated later this year, and 
will focus on reporting requirements 
and anti-abuse policies.

A public hearing in July 2019 about 
the new set of proposed regulations 
showed that, while progress is being 
made, investors and developers still have 
many questions about the regulations, 
including the exit strategies for QOFs with 
multiple assets. Hopefully, all major issues 
will be clarified soon. “Once the additional 
guidance is released, we anticipate a spike 
in activity,” Miller predicts.

Even with the delays, Miller says more 
than $20 billion is currently being raised 
for investments in opportunity zones and 
more than 100 qualified-opportunity-zone 
funds have already been created. Many 
more funds are building a pipeline of 
properties and investors, but are wait-
ing until additional guidance is released 
before moving forward.

Most of these funds focus on multi-
family, residential, hospitality and retail 
properties so far, she says. “As addi-
tional guidance is released, we antic-
ipate seeing even more funds focused 
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“Opportunity-zone investments are like 1031 exchanges on steroids,” 
says Sean Burton, CEO of Cityview, an investment management and 
development firm in the multifamily space. He believes opportu-
nity zones offer many of the benefits of 1031 “like-kind” exchanges, 
but added tax incentives make them even more valuable. On the 
other hand, there are significant limitations to opportunity-zone 
investments and benefits that may make 1031 exchanges more 
appealing to certain investors.

 Similarities and differences between the two include:
• 1031 exchanges defer taxes until a sale, while opportunity-zone 

investments allow for elimination of taxes (up to 15 percent on 
the contributed gain, and up to 100 percent of the gain on the 
new investment).

• 1031 exchanges allow you to invest only real assets, while 
opportunity-zone funds allow the investment of any capital asset.

• 1031 exchanges require that all proceeds, plus $1, be invested, 
while opportunity-zone funds require that only capital gains 
be invested.

• Both 1031 exchanges and opportunity-zone funds give inves-
tors 180 days to close on the investment.

• 1031 exchanges require an intermediary, while opportuni-
ty-zone funds do not.

• Both opportunity-zone funds and 1031 exchanges allow inves-
tors to offset operating income with depreciation from the asset. 
With 1031 exchanges, you have to pay taxes on the recapture of the 
depreciation at sale, whereas opportunity-zone funds do not pay 
taxes on depreciation recapture. 

• With opportunity-zone funds, assets must be substantially 
improved to qualify, and 90 percent of the investment (or 70 percent 
if it is via a subsidiary entity) has to be in an opportunity zone.

• The only requirement for 1031 exchanges is that the 
investment must be a real asset. There is no improvement or 
geographic requirement. 

• With 1031 exchanges, you do not need to hold the asset for at 
least 10 years, but with opportunity-zone funds, you do, in order to 
take full advantage of the tax breaks.

Additionally, there is no permanent deferral of the tax on the 
original opportunity-zone investment gain; however, much of that 
obligation may be reduced during the opportunity-zone holding 
period, according to Evan Hudson, partner with Stroock & Stroock & 
Lavan law firm in New York. “The investor must be ready to pay tax 
on that gain in 2026,” Hudson says. “In a 1031 exchange, conversely, 
an investor may avoid gain recognition indefinitely.”

And importantly, opportunity-zone investments are likely to be 
in riskier areas. Usually, if a region has been economically hot for 
years, with an educated workforce and highly paid jobs, it will not be 
in an opportunity zone. “A qualified opportunity-zone investment is, 
with few exceptions, automatically not core real estate — it is gen-
erally automatically opportunistic just by virtue of the market tar-
geted,” Hudson says. 1031 exchanges, on the other hand, have no 
such limitations and can be anywhere.

Lastly, opportunity zones are still new and much is unknown. 
“Regulatory guidance, best practices and market standards are still 
evolving,” Hudson says. “1031s have been around a long time, and 
investors know the lay of the land with them.”

on strategic businesses in opportunity 
zones,” Miller says.

Grubb believes a primary issue with 
opportunity funds will be the ability to 
deploy capital raised, which is why Grubb 
Properties has targeted a $200 million 
raise. “I’ve seen projections that as much 
as $300 billion to $500 billion could come 
into the space over the next two years, 
and fund managers who aren’t disciplined 
could find themselves going awry of regu-
lations or making bad deals just to deploy 
the capital,” Grubb cautions.

Best bets for investors
Miller says the primary property types 

being purchased in opportunity zones are 
undeveloped land, vacant buildings, and 
low-quality, class C commercial and mul-
tifamily properties. “These types of prop-
erties are best suited for the substantial 
improvement requirement in the regula-
tions and potential for increase in appreci-
ation,” she says.

RealCrowd’s Hooper believes 
assets in all sectors can make smart 
opportunity-zone investments, but the 
healthiest sectors and those with the best 
long-term potential are multifamily and 
industrial. Regions that have the ability to 
support growth and revitalization, such 
as Los Angeles, New York and the San 
Francisco Bay Area, will be less risky than 
zones in areas that may not yet have the 
infrastructure built up, Hooper says. 

While gateway markets such as Bos-
ton, New York City, Washington, D.C., 
Chicago, San Francisco and Los Angeles 
are prime targets for opportunity-zone 
investments, Miller believes the program 
levels the playing field for non-gateway 
cities, and Philadelphia, Baltimore and 
Portland, Ore., have all had a lot of recent 
activity. Miller has also seen a spike of 
activity in Denver, Nashville, Seattle and 
Puerto Rico. 

Importantly, some non-gateway cities 
have opportunity zones located directly 
in the downtown area, making the loca-
tions very attractive. “Successful cities are 
promoting the infrastructure, credits and 
grants available,” Miller says. They are also 
often streamlining the zoning and per-
mit process. As a result, investors should 
review state and local credits and incen-
tives to see if they can “stack” benefits.

For example, there are 53 parcels in 
the city of Philadelphia that are in both the 
qualified opportunity zone and also in the 

Comparing opportunity zones  
to 1031 exchanges
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GLOBAL COMMERCE PARK 
678 BROCKMAN-MCCLIMMON RD • GREER, SC         
Marcus & Millichap Capital Corporation has been exclusively 
engaged to source joint venture equity capital to develop the 
Global Commerce Park, a 670,000-square-foot, multi-phased 
warehouse distribution center in Greer, South Carolina. The 
park has an advantageous location in a Qualified Opportunity 
Zone across Interstate-85 from the BMW Plant and within 100 
feet of the Greenville-Spartanburg Airport. Phase I is to be 
completed in third quarter of 2019.

QUALIFIED OPPORTUNITY ZONE DEVELOPMENT

E david.c.turner@marcusmillichap.com
NY 10301214623 | NC 67899License:

Marcus & Millichap Capital Corporation
Director
DAVID C. TURNER

(212) 430-5110F(646) 805-1424
daniel.lisser@marcusmillichap.com

NY 10401294615

P
E
License:

Marcus & Millichap Capital Corporation
Senior Director
DANIEL LISSER

EXCLUSIVELY LISTED BY:EXCLUSIVELY LISTED BY:

The property is being developed by  
Cothran Properties, LLC of Greenville, South 
Carolina, with over 40 years of real estate  
experience. 

(704) 831-4610F(704) 831-4632P

Pennsylvania keystone opportunity zone. 
“If you purchase one of these properties, 
you could participate in both programs,” 
Miller advises.

Successful commercial real estate 
requires the demand to lease space that 
leads to increased cash flow, Fiorilla from 
Yardi Matrix notes. “If a company builds 
in a depressed area with an attitude of ‘if 
I build it, they will come,’ those kinds of 
deals are unlikely to produce great results,” 
Fiorilla says. 

Ultimately, Fiorilla believes opportu-
nity zones may be most successful in areas 
that might be revitalized by larger forces, 
such as a new stadium, the relocation of 
a large employer, growth in an industry, 
or even housing connected to new or 
improved public transportation. “That’s 
why investors must have hyper-local 
knowledge of projects,” he says.

Cityview likes West Coast markets 
for opportunity-zone development and 
investment. Many urban, West Coast 
areas have strong demographic, job 
and income growth, a highly educated 
workforce, and lack of supply. “It’s more 

about where these real estate fundamen-
tals are strong than it is about opportu-
nity zones,” Cityview’s Burton says.

Cityview is currently pursing multi-
ple projects in opportunity zones in close 
proximity to major sources of employ-
ment, education, transportation, enter-
tainment, shopping and dining. “We seek 
projects in thriving areas that continue to 
grow — the kind of locations we want 
to invest in regardless of the added tax 
breaks,” Burton says.

Investors also need to consider bar-
riers to entry in supply. In Dallas, for 
example, there are strong demand fun-
damentals, but local laws make it eas-
ier to build new products, Burton says, 
increasing the risk there may be a glut 
of new apartments. “This can create a 
challenging investment environment, 
especially over 10 years,” Burton says. 
Even if the city continues to grow on 
the demand side, supply may not be 
constrained. “Once again, the opportu-
nity-zone legislation is not as relevant 
as the fundamentals of the investment,” 
Burton says.

But others like markets such as Dal-
las. Virtua, for example, is focusing its 
efforts on residential developments in 
high-growth. Sun Belt metro areas such 
as Phoenix, Austin, Dallas and Atlanta. 
“We view single-family rental properties 
as one of the best investment opportu-
nities considering the emergence of the 
millennial workforce,” Virtua’s Uldricks 
says. As far as the supply/demand bal-
ance, Uldricks says, “We are targeting 
markets that are in need of supply; we 
would never want to build in an area 
where supply is outweighing demand.”

Grubb believes anchors, infrastructure 
and demographics are critical to success-
ful opportunity-zone investing, just as they 
are in all real estate investments. But as a 
multifamily developer, he defines “anchor” 
differently than a traditional retailer would. 
His favorite anchors are hospitals and 
colleges. Grubb Properties, for exam-
ple, is currently building apartments in 
Winston-Salem, N.C., in a joint venture 
with Wake Forest University, next to its 
new medical school — a project located 
in an opportunity zone.
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“Our focus as a company is on 
providing multifamily housing in 
urban areas where the highest con-
centration of jobs and infrastructure 
already exists,” Grubb says. “What is 
missing in these locations is moder-
ately priced rental housing.”

Good opportunities 
in low-ranked areas?
The National Opportunity Zones Rank-
ing Report found zones in Portland, 
San Francisco, Seattle, Philadelphia, 
Baltimore and New York/New Jersey 
scored highest for “smart growth poten-
tial.” They scored highest for housing 
diversity, walkability, job density and 
proximity to CBDs. At the other end of 
the spectrum, Charlotte, San Antonio, 
Orlando and Dallas scored lowest for 
smart growth investment potential.

No one disputes the smart invest-
ment potential in top-ranking cities. 
“That doesn’t mean markets ranked 
lower couldn’t overcome those obsta-
cles, but it would take a concerted effort 
between their governing bodies and the 
private sector to achieve that potential,” 
Hooper says.

Avanath’s Williams believes the rank-
ings may not fully account for additional 
incentives, public/private partnerships 

and technological advances that could 
make these projects profitable, sustain-
able and impactful in a positive way. 
“Our industry is rather resourceful and 
once the light has been shown on the 
need for these projects, innovative ideas 
for making them pencil should surface,” 
Williams adds.

Grubb believes the report is biased 
toward traditional tier 1 markets. Four 
out of Grubb Properties’ last 10 multifam-
ily projects have been in lower ranked 
opportunity zones, one of which is a 
seed asset for their opportunity fund. “All 
those projects were secured prior to the 
designation of the zones and are within 
our strategy in non-opportunity-zone 
funds,” Grubb says. 

The projects are in Virginia, North 
Carolina and South Carolina. “These are 
states that do not have a single oppor-
tunity zone within the top 10 percent of 
zones, according to the report.” Grubb 
says. He is finding viable projects across 
the Southeast, mid-Atlantic states and 
Texas, and expects to continue exceed-
ing investors’ targeted returns in future 
deals in those same submarkets as they 
have prior to their designation as oppor-
tunity zones.

“I don’t think the opportunities are 
scarce, and I think the report fails to 
appreciate the changes that will occur in 

many of these submarkets as a result of 
these new investments,” Grubb says. 

Charlotte, for example, is currently 
constructing a railed streetcar that will 
run through the center of its oppor-
tunity zone. This streetcar will link 
Charlotte’s center city, the highest con-
centration of employment in the Caro-
linas, with a major health system and 
three significant colleges. “To think that 
won’t result in smart growth is short-
sighted,” Grubb attests.

Avanath currently invests in a num-
ber of high-ranking markets, but does not 
discount other markets for their potential. 
For example, Avanath owns a property 
in North Carolina located in an opportu-
nity zone that was constructed with very 
low density. “The new tax incentives may 
prompt us to increase density at the prop-
erty by adding new workforce housing 
units — a strategy we would not have 
traditionally considered prior to this new 
legislation,” Williams says. “That may be 
one way to encourage smart investment in 
some of the lower-ranking markets.”

Oversupply risk
Clearly, not all opportunity zones have 
similar appeal. Some areas are already on 
their way to revitalization, while others 
will likely remain blighted for the next 10 

❚ Caliber Development’s Double Tree by Hilton – Tucson Convention Center Hotel
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years to 15 years, regardless of investment. 
Since most investors will probably invest 
in areas already being revitalized, is there 
higher risk of supply exceeding demand 
in those regions, depressing price growth 
and negating the benefits of the tax break? 

Burton thinks there is risk inves-
tors will invest in opportunity zones not 
because of fundamentals, but because of 
the tax breaks. This could result in some 
markets becoming oversupplied, which 
may cause long-term pressure on rents 
and occupancy. “This is why investors 
should focus on high-barrier-to-entry mar-
kets and work with firms that have experi-
ence building that product in that market,” 
Burton says. 

Hooper also acknowledges some 
oversupply risk, but says the likelihood 
is diminished because development 
underwriting has been much more 
controlled since the last recession. “As 
long as they continue to monitor market 
dynamics and the amount of develop-
ment already planned for an area, sup-
ply and price growth should remain in 
check,” Hooper says.

Investing through cycles
Since most believe we are at the tail end 
of a very long cycle, some opportunity 
zones may be hit hardest and be slow-
est to recover from a down market. If 
these investments suffer from lower val-
uations, increased vacancy rates, and flat 
or declining rents in the next few years, 
how much less appealing does that make 
opportunity-zone investment?

Hooper notes almost all investments 
tend to suffer during economic down-
turns, but since most investors will hold 
opportunity-zone investments for at least 
10 years, it is likely any asset purchased 
as such will eventually ride out a down-
turn before the investor exits. “This will 
give the valuations, occupancy rates 
and rental rates in those markets time to 
recover,” he says.

As an affordable housing investor, 
Williams adds that the asset class performs 
regardless of the economic cycle. “In fact, 
in economic down cycles, demand for 
affordable housing goes up,” he says. 

Grubb also points out that a 
multifamily investment strategy is 

demographically driven. Over the next 
10 years, he says more young people 
will be entering prime apartment-renting 
age than ever before in our country’s 
history. “We believe that combining 
our traditional strategy of developing 
value-based urban housing with the 
added incentives of the opportunity 
zones is actually a defensive strategy for 
the coming decade,” he says.

Making it work
To make opportunity-zone investments 
work, it comes down to finding good 
locations in great markets and partner-
ing with an experienced sponsor with 
whom you want to be in business for 
the next decade, Cityview’s Burton con-
cludes. “Good real estate and a good 
partner are the fundamentals of a strong 
opportunity-zone deal,” Burton says. “On 
top of that, you get a tax break, but with-
out the first two, that means nothing. You 
really need all three.” �

Mard Naman is a freelance writer based 
in Santa Cruz, Calif.
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Q ualified Opportunity Zone Funds are notably complex. From asset type, 
fund structure, impact and due diligence, there are a myriad of factors 
that need to be examined before deciding which investment is the right 
fit. We have asked these tough questions to leading experts in the field 
to help provide some guidance on the multitude of factors that go into 
Quality Opportunity Fund selection.

QOZ Q&A 
 Answers from the experts

QOZ 
Q&A

QUESTION: As an investor, what are the key factors that go into an  
opportunity zone site selection? 

We look for great markets as a starting point. The QOZ program 
has given us focus to find the best markets within the identified 
zones. Here are some significant factors we look for:

 1.  Friendly city and local governments — officials who want to advance 
development, speed up approvals, and give us good feedback on what 
their communities need.

2.  Pre-packaged projects — markets where either the government or the 
private development community have pulled together projects that are 
ready to execute on will win. If we have to come in and imagine what 
could be built, it’s a slower process and we may favor a different market 
or project.

3.  Long term positive trends — job growth, population growth, education 
improvements, etc.

4.  Markets with demand drivers — recently installed public transport, new 
schools and universities, art installations, airports, and good public infra-
structure.

5.  Markets with a story — the better you can tell your story, and make it 
compelling, of where you are and where you are going, the more attrac-
tive our investment will be.

6.  Markets with a supportive community — if the community wants to 
grow, wants opportunities, and wants to see change, that is ideal.

Chris Loeffler
CEO & co-founder, 

Caliber 
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QOZ 
Q&A

Steve Meier
Partner, Seyfarth Shaw

QUESTION: What are the predominant risks asso-
ciated with investing in a QOZ fund that investors 
may face?

QOZ funds are a brand-new creation of federal tax law, and as 
a result there are some meaningful legal risks faced by investors. 
Those risks include whether the QOZ fund will meet its various 
asset and operations tests, the possibility of adverse changes to the 
proposed regulations and tightening of reporting requirements and 
the uncertainty around state conformity for those states — such as 
California — that have not automatically adopted the federal QOZ 
rules. Among the legal risks that impact economic outcomes for 
investors is whether, in order to get the full benefit of investing 
in a QOZ fund, the investor needs to sell the interest in the QOZ 
fund rather than have the QOZ fund dispose of its assets. Under 
the proposed regulations as currently drafted, investors get the full 
benefit of the QOZ only on a disposition of an interest in a QOZ 
fund, which could lead to reduced sales prices at disposition.

Nevertheless, the most significant risks faced by QOZ fund 
investors are business risks. A QOZ fund must invest in businesses 
or real estate located in a low-income census tract, and the tax 
rules require the QOZ investor to remain in the investment for at 
least 10 years in order to obtain the full tax benefits. This combi-
nation — long term investment in a potentially unproven market 
— raises significant economic risks not faced by non-QOZ funds.

Jeffrey Shafer
CEO & co-founder, CommonGood Capital

QUESTION: How do QOZ’s fit into the ESG/
SRI investment bucket, and how do you 
respond when some say that those that 
fall within the ESG bucket will see lower 
performance metrics?

For clarity, ESG/SRI are more about screening and 
risk mitigation often associated with listed securities, 
whereas impact investing is about intentionality, mea-
suring and reporting on both financial and impact 
goals. Collectively these concepts address how and 
what kind of impact an investment has on a broader 
set of stakeholders. These ideas completely align 
with the purpose of the QOZ program to produce 
real and positive impact for people and communities 
within the zones. Not all QOZ funds have this as a 
stated objective though.

Does one have to give up return in order to 
have a positive impact? QOZ funds are bringing this 
recurring question to the forefront again. Creative 
solutions and innovative capital sources with an eye 
toward a larger stakeholder group are at the heart 
of impact today. The QOZ program itself is a great 
example of this. While clearly there may be invest-
ments within opportunity zones that produce lower 
returns while providing significant impact, the two 
are not mutually exclusive. You can also find very 
competitive returns while greatly impacting the com-
munities. The assumption that returns/impact come 
at a trade-off stems from a lack of awareness or a lack 
of creativity to solve problems for the common good.
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Francisco Luis
Partner, Grant Thorton PR

QUESTION: Puerto Rico Governor Ricardo Rossello 
said he’s seeking U.S. approval to put about $400 
million of federal aid toward opportunity zone proj-
ects. What are the opportunities in the QOZ space in 
Puerto Rico?

On May 14, 2019, Puerto Rico approved its own opportunity zones 
legislation. The local act mirrors the federal opportunity zone legis-
lation to provide local taxpayers with a parallel incentives scenario 
to the one afforded to federal taxpayers that invest in opportunity 
zones within Puerto Rico. 

Therefore, federal and Puerto Rican capital gains that are timely 
re-invested in Puerto Rico opportunity zones will receive the imme-
diate tax deferral. If such investment is held for five years, a 10 
percent exemption is granted, which increases to 15 percent if held 
for at least seven years. The main benefit continues to be the per-
manent exclusion of the investment appreciation if it is maintained 
for 10 years or more.

However, the similarities end there — and not for the worst — 
as the Puerto Rico incentives go beyond its federal counterpart. If 
the Qualified Opportunity Fund in Puerto Rico is engaged in a trade 
or business that will contribute to the diversification, recovery, or 
social and economic transformation of the community in the eligible 
zone, additional incentives may be obtained. One of these is the 
concession of a flat income tax rate of 18.5 percent on the operating 
income of such activities and a minimum 5 percent investment tax 
credit that could climb to 25 percent of the cash invested.

Lastly, as an additional tool to encourage business development, 
the Puerto Rico government has negotiated with the U.S. Depart-
ment of Housing and Urban Development to apportion approx-
imately $400 million of the billions in Community Development 
Block Grant (CDBG) funds that will be allocated to the Island to 
setup a revolving fund with low interest that would assist in financ-
ing opportunity zones projects.

In summary, by marrying the federal tax incentives to the local 
legislation’s attractive income tax rate, investment tax credits, as well 
as low-cost financing and fund matching from the CDBG, Puerto 
Rico opportunity zones projects present a unique investment and 
development opportunity not to be missed.

Kyla Ehrisman
MickLaw P.C.

QUESTION: Investors are looking at 
taking advantage of the tax benefits 
that come with investing in QOZ funds. 
What is the primary due diligence steps 
an investor can take to ensure they are 
investing in the right fund?

 
An investment in a QOZ fund requires all of the 
same due diligence processes as any other invest-
ment, as well as some additional queries based on 
the compliance requirements of QOZ funds. Inves-
tors should ask:

1. How experienced is the sponsor? QOZ 
funds have a minimum hold time of 10–12 years, 
so look for sponsors who have the ‘staying power’ 
to be around that long.

2. Has this sponsor ever terminated an offer-
ing before, rather than closing and deploying the 
invested capital? If an investor puts money in an 
offering that is later terminated, the investor may 
be out of time to invest that capital and defer cap-
ital gains taxes.

 3. Does the fund intend to provide annual 
audited financial statements or otherwise report 
on the value of the investment? Investors need to 
know, at a minimum, the value of their investments 
as of December 31, 2026, when they are required 
to pay their deferred capital gains taxes.

 4. For identified asset offerings, is there inde-
pendent underwriting, and what projections is 
the independent underwriting making? The tax 
benefits of a QOZ fund should be the ‘cherry on 
top,’ so to speak — the investment should have 
solid underwriting before potential tax benefits are 
even considered.
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QOZ 
Q&A

Gregory Genovese
Principal & President, Sound West Realty Capital

QUESTION: How do managers decide whether to make a QOZ fund 
a single project or multi-project fund? What are the factors that 
are considered, and how does this impact the exit?

The majority of QOZ funds are blind-pool (multi-project) funds, but the tide has 
been turning steadily toward the single-project (project-specific) fund structure 
recently. While a multi-project fund can deliver an investor greater overall geo-
graphic diversification, they are usually limited in asset class diversification, and 
there are many more moving parts, from the fund investment and compliance 
perspective to the Treasury Dept. and SEC regulations over the life of the fund. 
Conversely, the single-project fund, may have less geographic diversification than 
a blind pool fund, but it can have better asset class diversification if the project 
incorporates multiple asset classes, making the projects demographics a paramount 
consideration to the investor. Yet, the single-project fund will undoubtedly have 
fewer moving parts and a higher likelihood of meeting compliance in order to max-
imize investors opportunity zone benefits. Moreover, single-project funds are able 
to apply for and obtain a legal tax opinion, which is highly recommended. 

For managers hoping to attract capital from institutions or larger private equity, 
the blind-pool (multi-project) fund has been the structure of choice so far. Right 
now, most blind-pool funds range from equity investment raises of $100 million 
to as high as $5 billion, with equity being deployed into many different opportu-
nity zone projects across the country or into specific regions. In most cases, these 
investments are focused into a single asset class with a limited exit strategy choice 
of targeting a portfolio sale of all of the fund’s assets at the conclusion of the fund, 
which historically has had mixed results with regard to timing and profitability. 

Conversely, the single-project QOZ fund model has proven to be the model 
of choice for high-net-worth investors, wealth advisers, and family offices, as they 
can evaluate each project on a stand-alone basis. Moreover, the single project fund 
model tends to have more manageable investment equity raises, ranging in most 
cases from $10 million to under $100 million per project (or fund), thus the funds 
ability to successfully execute their exit strategy to maximize investor returns can 
have a higher likelihood of success than the blind pool fund model. Although 
there are legitimate benefits to investing in both the blind-pool and the single-proj-
ect fund structure, the best investment choice will usually come down to which 
model fits the type of investor — institutions and private equity tending to favor 
the pooled-funds model, while the individual investor and wealth advisors tend-
ing to favor the single-project fund model — coupled with the investor’s expecta-
tions regarding surety of compliance, return expectations, and the timing of those 
returns. Regardless, it is clear that both blind-pool funds and single-project funds 
have their advantages and challenges.

Tony Barkan
CEO/Co-Managing Principal, Allagash 

Opportunity Zone Partners

QUESTION: How can a QOZ’s abil-
ity or inability to sell assets impact 
the exit strategy and/or return for 
investors?

 
In order to receive the Opportunity Zone 
program’s full tax benefits, investors must 
lock up their capital in a Qualified Oppor-
tunity Fund (QOF) for at least 10 years, a 
longer investment term than investors usu-
ally experience. At the end of this term, 
investors have every right to expect their 
capital be returned promptly and with the 
IRR that was initially projected. To avoid 
adverse outcomes, investors should seek out 
QOFs with a comprehensive exit strategy 
that has been fully developed even before 
the fund begins accepting capital. A QOF’s 
choice of portfolio assets and the way those 
assets will be managed should be planned 
with exit strategy in mind. That exit strategy 
should be able to be communicated by the 
QOF manager from the start. For example, 
a portfolio of similar properties, developed 
or renovated in a similar manner, and man-
aged to an institutional quality could be sold 
as a portfolio to a large institutional buyer 
or could be sold individually, or the QOF 
could be converted to a REIT and IPO’ed. 
Having a choice of exit strategies is a nat-
ural advantage of multi-property QOFs and 
should give investors the highest probability 
of achieving their investment goals.
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QUESTION: Why is ongoing due diligence on QOZs more critical than ever?

The alternative investment industry trend over the past several years has been to focus on 
initial due diligence of sponsors and their funds, with less emphasis on ongoing due dil-
igence in order to save time and resources. However, with QOZs, ongoing due diligence 
may be the most important piece for the investment community, as failure to meet certain 
ongoing regulatory requirements, like the 90 percent asset test, could risk the tax benefits of 
their investment.

Initial due diligence on QOZs includes verifying that underlying business documents sat-
isfy established regulatory requirements, reviewing the written plan for the deployment of cap-
ital and evaluating the targeted investment economics as one might with any investment. The 
written plan should include a timeline for investment dollars to be placed into service for the 
acquisition and required improvements to the property, allowing the dollars to be considered 
business property for the purposes of the asset test for up to 31 months (longer if due to gov-
ernment delay or inaction). Due diligence on the ongoing efforts of a sponsor to comply with 
the regulatory requirements under the Code is key to ensuring that investors maintain their 
tax-protected outlay in an investment with such a long-term hold. This due diligence should be 
driven by the broker-dealer/RIA community demanding offering updates regularly. �
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